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nation's top places to live. Why did you choose
Denver for your home for higher education?
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Meeting an elderly
member of th e
indigenous Batwa
community was ju st
part of the lifechanging experience
Master of Nonprofit
Management student s
experienced in Africa .
Read the full story,
page 18.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

The spirit of Regis alumn i dedicated to putting
others first and improving the lives of others is
all around us. As I contemplate this edition of
the Regis University Alumni Magazine, clearly
the theme is "men and women for and with
others" who will make a difference in the world .
In a testament to the work we do here at
Regis, it is with great excitement that I share
with you that Regis University has the distinct
honor to host the 2017 Opus Prize Foundation
Humanitarian Award . Funded by the Opus
Prize Found ation, the prize not only expands
the faith-based humanitarian efforts of the
recipient's organization with a S1 million
reward, but al so inspires others to pursue lives
of service. It is with tremendous pride that I
share thi s news with our Regi s community.
Read more on page 10.

LAKE BUNYONYI, {top photo) ,

served as a base camp for
MNM students in Africa.
THE 2017 OPUS PRIZE FOUNDATION
HUMANITARIAN AWARD honors th e

work of a fatith-based humanitarian.
Regis University wi ll host and launch a
worldwide search for the individuals to
be named Opus recipients.

The unique ways we position students and
alumni to confront global issues, dive deep into
social justice concerns, and discern how they
can effectively serve the world is illustrated
in our cover story, a photo essay exploring
our Service Oriented Field Experience. This
meaningful learn ing experience has helped
generation s of students in our Master of Nonprofit Management program in the College of
Business and Economics discover their potential and contribute to a more just world.
This same passion is se en across our community in alumn i li ke Christine Marquez-Hudson,
Campbell Brown and Craig Nason, whose accomplishments serving others in the nonprofit
secto r are highlighted in this issue .
Finally and most importantly, we recognize and celebrate our provost and servant leader
Pat Ladewig as she steps away from her current role and moves into a new phase of her
professional life. I, and indeed all of Regis University, owe her our thanks and a debt of
gratitude for the years she has dedicated to making this university succeed.
With that I say to the amazing alumni of Regis University, go forth and set the world on fire.
Gratefully,

CAMPBELL BROWN used her
tim e as a successfulj ourn alistto
turn th e focus on iqjustices in the
education system.

JOHN P. FITZGIBBONS, S.J.
PRESIDENT
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THIS IS
THE NAME SAYS IT ALL. This is the story of who we are and
what we value. This is a place to highlight happenings on campus,
recognize community accomplishments and let Regis people
speak about what matters most to them.
Pictured above: Michael Lane Boldt prepares to move into
his dorm at Regis University. The freshman from Colorado
Springs is majoring in physics and chemistry.

THIS IS REGIS

CONVERSATION
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Preparing students to serve the world is a common Jesuit theme and
one exemplified in Regis College's new Master of Development Practice
graduate certificate program, which seeks integrative and lasting
solutions to the complex challenge s that communities face .

Commu nity m embers at the last kilometer of electricity and web
conn ectivi ty join Regis studies without leavi ng their families and vital
deve lopm ent work. Regis alumni who have enjoyed one vocation may
now prepare for another that connects their life skills to world needs.

Students from around the world can join the class from where they
work and live. The pilot cohort program, which brings instruction and
questions from people in 10 countrie s, is made possible through th e
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [IEEE] Global Cla ss ro om
at the Posner Center for International Development, a con sortium th at
brings together 61 Denver-based development-oriented org ani za tion s.
The 25,000 square-foot shared space in Denver's Curtis Park
neighborhood hopes to spur innovation to find solutions to
global poverty.

HOW IS REGIS POSITIONED TO MAKE A SUBSTANTIAL
DIFFERENCE IN THIS FIELD?
Nearly 500 years of lgnatian principles embed our studies and ethics in
service to a hurting, yet resilient world . Our program furthers just and
sustain able development with radically inclusive and affordable studies
and fi eld work. We strengthen the field by partnering with the Posner
Ce nter and tenants like the IEEE Smart Village humanitarian program
that aims to provide electricity and development education for 50
m illio n people by 2025 .

Dan Wessner, professor of politics, recently discussed the
prog ram's creation, appeal and need .

Learn more at regis.edu/mdp.

WHY IS NOW THE RIGHT TIME FOR REGIS TO
LAUNCH THIS PROGRAM?
Today's global development challenges require
holistic solutions that integrate many perspectives.
For example, combating chronic hunger depends
on applied knowledge of food, water, climate, labor,
nutrition, disease, engineering, communications,
economics, politics, culture and governance. Our
program draws on a dozen di sciplines and convene s
diverse stakeholders who commit to collaborative
study, research and problem-solving . We link at-risk
and affluent populations to help turn 21st century
challenges into opportunities.
WHAT DISTINGUISHES THE STUDENTS DRAWN
TO THIS PROGRAM?
Diversity. This program bridges cross-cultural.
urban-rural, undergraduate-graduate, generational.
gendered, disciplinary and lingui stic realities.
Undergraduates may earn one-third of a graduate
degree while completing their baccalaureate.

····· ·· ···· ···· ···· ·· ······ ···· ···· ·· ····· ···· ··· ····· ···· ··

If you had the
opportunity to
go back in time
to your days at
Regis and study
or serve abroad
anywhere you
want, where
do you go
and why?

"I would stud y abroad in Rom e.
Asi de from the awesome food, 1
thi nk it would have been a great
opportunity to learn more about
the city's history and cultu re."

Colu!g WoUoA,

RC '11

\

"For a service trip, I would look no further
than my homeland in the San Luis Valley.
It is such a unique, humble and historic
community, that to have the opportunity
to give back to the places and the
people that have given me so much and
such a great start in life, would be the
most fulfilling thing I could ask for."

'Paul :Ji!wn.,
8
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RC '10

"I would study abroad ineither
Ireland or Spain. Both of those
.
rt f myhentage
countnes are pa 0
d
and I would love to be engulfe
in their cultures to better fully •
ome from.
understand where I C
:Jenny fj!IUhb.t, RC '15

WHY JESUIT MATTERS
a

Jufledi,on, by &nllg Sloan,

tRC ,.,.,, CtpcS '-,4

After a decade of rai sing the bar
for Ranger Athletics, including
five years as athletics director,
Ann Martin has started her
next chapter: joining the NCAA
National Office.
"It has been a tremendou s honor
and I am incredibly proud of my
time here _a t Regis," Martin said in
announcing her recent departure.
'The student-athletes, coaches
and staff are what make this place
great and I wi ll miss them dearly."

remember the pressure I felt
/ after graduating from Regis
with my undergraduate degree.
I suddenly felt adrift. I doubted
my abilities and qualities, and
societal injustices seemed
insurmountable. But I found - and
continue to find- strength in my
education. I continue to develop
in the spirit of curo personalis to
combat those feelings that can
overshadow my well- being and
my work in the nonprofit sector.
Th e nonprofit sector comes with
incred ible highs and lows . The
soci al injustices I experience
through my current work seem
rooted. Right now 1am employed
at Catholic Charities in Raleigh,
N. C., through the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps (JVC) . Part of my job is
assisting management of Oak

City Outreach Center, the only
space that serves three to four
meals on the weekends to those
experiencing homelessness, in
downtown Raleigh. I have found
that the most effective method
of achieving my goal s in this
sector is through relationships,
something a Jesuit education
encoura ges. Having realized the
importance of se rvice learning
at Regis, I am able to build
co mpa ssiona te and unjudging
relation ships with those
experiencing homelessness
and a la ck of resources and
community ties.
Becau se of my Jesuit education,
I know my daily contributions
make a difference and are more
meaningful as a part of the
larger picture. Thi s work is not

about me; it is about serving
my surrounding community and
each of us collaboratively and
collectively contributing to
social justice.
Without a background steeped
in the Jesuit tradition, I do not
believe I would have the skills or
the reflective abilities to realize
how to be successful, how to fight
burnout working in the nonprofit
sector and how to make a
difference in my community. After
my year of service with Catholic
Charities and JVC is over, I am
anxious about what comes ne xt. I
know, though, that I can tru st the
strong foundation and skills that
I received through my education .
Day after day, both continue
to develop through lgnatian
discernment and community.

Martin was the assistant director
of athletics from 2005-09,
overseeing all areas of NCAA
compliance, marketing and
promotions, sport oversight and
represented Regis on several NCAA
committees and Rocky Mountain
Athletic Conference (RMAC)
committees. She also performed
in the role of Senior Woman's
Administrator (SWA] for Regis.
She took over as director of
athletics in 2010.
David Spafford, assistant vice
president for advancement, is
serving as interim athletic director.
He brings more than 25 years of
experience between coaching
and intercollegiate athletic
administration to the position.
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Regis University professor
Eric Fretz was named
a Fulbright Scholar
and will spend the fall
teaching in Romania.
Fretz, who is a professor
of peace and justice
studies at Regis, wi ll
teach how violence and
non-violence shows up in
American literature.

The National Jesuit Student
Leadership Conference will be held
at Regis University on July 27-30.
It will include 500 students and
advisors from all 28 Jesuit schools
and St. John's College in Belize. The
conference returns to Regis after
starting here 20 years ago.
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Admiral Richard Truly (life trustee]
received the 2016 General James
E. Hill Lifetime Space Achievement
Award on April13 during the Space
Foundation's 32nd Space Symposium
at The Broadmoor in Colorado Springs.
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Trustee Father Greg
Boyle, S.J., received the
2D16 Humanitarian
of the Year Award
from the James Beard
Foundation.
between Single
A and Double A.
The Pittsburgh Pirates
prospect should make his
Major League Baseball debut
this year. The 2013 draftee was
third-team All-American and first-team
RMAC selection at Regis University.
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The Rocky Mountain
Collegiate Cyber
Defense
Competition
took place in
March at Regis'
Denver Tech
Center Campus
with eight
colleges and 80

University history, a
group of Master
of Business
Administration
finance
students
won the
prestigious
Association for
Corporate Growth
[ACG] Cup and its
$8 ODD prize. Regis students
Ji~ Cleaver. Gary Kulczynski,
John Lanz and Josh Pearson
beat out teams from the
University of Colorado and
University of Denver.

THIS IS REGIS

ASCORER~S TOUCH
l

t doesn't take much of an

in less than 108 games. She did

imagination to figure out

it in Bll .

"That sta rted it for us," Bay' lee
said .

gotten her to this point."

where Bay'lee Purdy, RHCHP '16,
got a scorer's mentality.

scoring and love for the game,
combined with her hard work, has

Bay' lee isn't sure what is next.

"My sister always lets me know
about it," Bay'lee said. "S he's really

Under the first-year guidance of

The Regis University women's

happy for me, but she always puts

basketball guard didn' t have to

that stinger out there ."

Marrin, the Rangers started slow.
The team was Ll-7 before the
holiday break. The Rangers had a

She may try to pla y profe ssiona lly
overseas or find a graduate
assistant position to give her

or someone to practice wi th.

After playing her first year at the

role-defining team meeting after

some more time to think.
Regardle ss, the work it took to

Bay'lee's older sister, Tae'lor,

University of Northern Colorado,

played at Regis from 2010 to

Bay' lee transferred to Regis . With

the Christmas holiday and instantly
changed its fortunes, going 1Ll-Ll

get into the Regis record books
isn't lost on her.

2Dll.l. Tae'lor is the University's

new Rangers Coach Molly Marrin

after Jan. 1, spurred on by a Jan. 2

taking over this season, having a

win against then No. 17 Colorado

player like Bay' lee was essential

State University-Pueblo.

look far for a place to practice

second all-time leading sco rer.
Bay'lee has joined her sister in

Even if her siste r doesn't let her
forget about it.

to this seaso n's success.
In that game Bay'lee hit a

the record books, fin is hing No . 7
on the all-time scori ng list with

"It's a gift really," Marrin said.

baseline jumper with 2.7 seconds

1.257 points. Bay'lee is also the

" This sen ior class is just such

left to give the Rangers a win.

only player in the top 10 to do it

good people . Bay'lee's gift for

Rod Carter, dean of the School of Pharmacy,
has been announced as th e 2016 recipient of the
prestigious Weaver Medal of
Honor from Drake Unive rsi ty's
College of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences, his alma
mater. Among other things,
the award recognizes an
individual who has made
a substantial impact on the
pharmacy profession.

Elisa Robyn, academic dean of
the College of Contemporary
liberal Studies, was
named Higher Educatio n
Art Educator of the Yea r
for 2015 by the Colorado
Art Education Association.
The honor re cog nizes Robyn's
visiona ry leadership, informed
decisio n-making and her success in enhancing
art educatio n opportunities fo r students.

"''ll think about it more after
ba sketball is over," Bay'lee said .
"That's when 'it will be more
special. I'm sure."

Sister Lydia Peiia, S.L., LHC '55, founder of the
Spirit of Loretto Committee and former director
of special gifts and academic advisor, has been
inducted into th e Colorado Women's Hall of

contributions that have
benefitted the lives of
others and helped elevate
the statu s of wo men,
whether in the state,
nation or around the worl d.
REGIS EDU/MAGAZI NE
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2017 OPUS PRIZE PROFESSOR

OF THE YEAR

~et to- lwdt, ~
with~ awaJUl

l&giA

egis University has th e
di stinct honor of hosting
the 2017 Opu s Prize Foundation
Humanitarian Award . The annual
Opu s Prize recognize s faith - filled
individuals who are conqu ering
the world's most persi stent social
problems.

R

The $1 million
awa rd, and
two $100,000
prizes, ma ke
up one of
th e world's
large st faith-based awards for
social entrepreneurship. Funded
by th e Opu s Prize Foundation,
the prestigiou s award not only
expands th e humanitaria n efforts
of th e recipient's organization
but also in spires others to pursue
lives of service.

execute the confidentia l Opu s
Prize nomination and sel ection
process.
As the partner, Regi s will la un ch
a worldwide search fo r the
individuals who will be honored
as Opus recipients. The university
will rel y on its
alumni, fri end s

®

0PUS

Regi s' sele ction to ho st thi s event
aligns with the Jesuit valu es of
men and women in service of
oth ers, and it reinforces and
in spires the ongoing social
ju sti ce and service work of so
many of our students, faculty,
st aff and friends. Each year the
Opu s Pri ze Foundation partners
with a unive rsity to organ ize and

10
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and commun ity

PK ~. :::~~~~:ethe

th e fin alists are
identifi ed th eir
work will be evaluated in th e fi eld
by members of the jury as we ll as
by Regi s students.

ft coul d be said that Cath Kleier

1 was always destined for a
As part of a week-long
celebration in November 2017
leading up the to sel ection of t he
winner, the three final ist s will
spend t ime at Reg is so stud ents
and fa culty can see t he wo rk
first-hand like tho se at Go nza ga
Unive rsity (pictured below] we re
able to do in 201Lj and tho se at
Creighton University will do
thi s year.
For more information and to see
previou s recipients, pl ease visi t
opusprize.org .
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career as an alpine ecologist
given her affinity for the outdoors
and scientific exploration.

as the Colorado Professor
of the Year by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching and the Council for
the Advancement and Support of
Education, better known as CASE.

But it was while pursuing her
master's degree and working as
a teaching assistant that she
discovered another passion :
teaching.

The award is part of the U.S.
Professors of the Year Awards
Program, which recognizes
dedicated educators
who have had a
"I WAS DRAWN
profound impact on
the lives of students
TO TEACHING
BECAUSE I ENJOY and contributed
significantly to
WATCHING
undergraduate
STUDENTS
education.

"I was drawn
to t eachi ng
because I enjoy
watchi ng students
und erstand complex
mat eri al." said
UNDERSTAND
Kleier, an associate
Kleier. who joined
COMPLEX
professor and chair
the Regis faculty
MATERIAL"
of Regis' Bio logy
in 2DDI.J, brings to
Departm ent. "I
the classroom an unparalleled
love it when stud ents finally
enthusiasm that excites students
understa nd a conce pt that was
and a commitment to integrating
diffi cult and I've helped them
education
with experience, said
do th at ... and when they're
Tom
Bowie,
academic dean of
genui nely thankful that I've
Regis College.
helpe d th em. That's just so
ful fill in g."
"Cath meets the students where
they are." he said, "and yet always
Kle ier, whose talents have
age more
challenges them to eng
previo usly garnered her a
"
fully, to think more cntlca lly' to "
Fulb ri ght awa rd and Regis
.
completely.
integrate 1deas more
Coll ege's Lect ure of the Year
honor, was recent ly recognized

ALIFE OF SERVICE
'P!UW6dt
~adewig d~ OOwn., WJ

P

rovost Pat Ladewig has had a long an d
successful career in nursing, nursing education
and academic leadership. As a career path, nursing

past year is changing our culture and causing us
to re-examine our functionality and future
as a university."

was her first choice after experien cing personal loss
With her depth of experience, identifying what

at a young age.

makes her most proud is difficult.
"My mother gave birth to a baby girl with
hydrocephalus and spina bifida," Ladewig sa id . "I was
inspired as I watched the nurses care for m y mother

"My professional life has been one of purpose," she
said. "I have had a sense of making a difference."

and for my sister. My sister died after 21 days but I
became a candy striper, and the rest is hi story."

As an accomplished educational author, Ladewig
feels a sense of purpose supporting the education of

Ladewig's road to Regi s came through Loretto

nursing students. As a dean, she had a great sense
of satisfaction working with faculty to build and
enhance colleges and programs. As
provost she made it her priority to
advance the University's academic

Heights Colle ge (LHC), where she taught in its
storied nursing program for many
years. She then transferred to Regis
when LHC close d its doors. Like
Ladewig, the program came to Regis,
forming the Loretto He ights School
of Nursing, and today can be counted
as one of Colorado's mo st res pect ed
nursing programs.
She believes Regis is poi se d to take
the next big leap and is excited by its
prospects.
"It has been both a great cha llenge
and a great honor to be Regi s' first
female chief academic officer," she
said. "Addin g two new co ll eges in the

"MY
PROFESSIONAL
LIFE HAS
BEEN ONE OF
PURPOSE.
I HAVE HAD
A SENSE OF
MAKING A
DIFFERENCE.jljl

mission.
"I am grateful to the Sisters of
Loretto and to the Jesuits for my
opportunity to make a difference,"
she sa id . "Thanks to all for your
support and encouragement."
The Patricia Ladewig Spirit of Loretto
Scholarship has been established
to honor Ladewig . To support this
sc holarship, please visit
regis.edu/giving or call
303.Lj58.3535.

Regis University has named Janet
Houser, academic dean of the
Rueckert-Hartman College for
Health Professions since 2009,
to be its next provo st.
House r, who also served as vice
provost for resource planning,
will succeed Patricia Ladewig on
May 5. Ladewig is retiring after
serving six years as Regis' chief
academic officer.
Houser joined the Regi s health
service administration faculty
in 2000 and advanced through
several leadership roles, including
associate dean for resea rch and
faculty development. She recently
also serve d as interim dean for the
College for Professional Studies,
now the College of Contemporary
Liberal Studies. She helped
execute the strategic plan to
develop from one college to three.
Earlier this year she was honored
with the Administrative Excellence
in Healthcare Award presented by
The Denver Post.
"I have a wonderful job," she said.
"''m doing meaningful work in a
place that supports my values. I
feel very ble ssed."

•
··· ·m

To read a longer Q&A and see
why Houser might be the best
billiards player on campus,
visit regis.edu/rmagazine.
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THE PERFECT PITCH
9Vot jWit kaluling, but beconling
The vernacu lar associated with entrepreneurism - startup,
crowdsourcing, venture capital -features prominently in di scussions
about business today. The topic, naturally, is heating up at many
colleges and universities as well. Regi s University students are
doing more than just studying the topic, however. Through the
Business and Entrepreneurship Club, Regis students are becoming
entrepreneurs themselves.
The club was the vision of Estefania Ayala, CBE '17, who wanted
to channel her own entrepreneurial ambitions with like-minded
students.
"I come from a family of entrepreneurs, and I wanted to tap into that
same spirit of innovation at Regis," she said .
Two years later, this thriving ca mpu s organization has become a
pl ace where individual initiatives around smal l bu si ness can coalesce
-and not just for business students.

....,-._ _

"There isn't an industry today that
hasn't been touched by
entrepreneurism, so by its
ve ry nature thi s club is
cross-disci pi i nary,"
said faculty advisor
Christina Azharian .
"This is the way
business is moving,
and the club
attracts students
from across the
University as well as
professors who want
help with off-campus
endeavors ."

Club meetings offer a
forum in which members
can brainstorm ideas,
test prototypes and
evaluate business
plans. It prepares
stu dents to
think critically
and determine
what goes into
creating not only
a functional, but
successful business.
Faculty and business
professi onal s mentor teams
of students. And when they're
ready, team s are put to the ultimate test
when they present their "pitch" at regional and
national competitions, which are remarkably
similar to what you see on the television show
"Shark Tank." Prizes include the opportunity
to win new customers, bu siness partners and prize money for their
startup endeavors.
"Even when they don't win, this experience is invaluable for
students," Azharian said. "Nothing we do in a classroom
can compare to pitching firsthand to the panelists at these
competitions."
Students also see the se competitions as an investment in theirfuture.
"We get the opportunity to network with other students as well as
successful executives who share our passion for entrepreneurism,"
Ayala said. "We are taking the steps necessary to make our dream of
starting our own business a reality."

·· ··· ·· ·· ······ ·· ········ ··· ···· ····· ···· ······· ···

The Institute on the Common Good in partnership
with PeaceJam Foundatio n, an international
organization that strives to shape young leaders
into agents of change for the world, welcomed Nobel
laureate Shirin Ebadi to Regi s' Northwest Denver
Campus. Ebadi, a lawyer, judge, human rights activist
and the first Isla mic woman to win the Nobel Peace
Prize, delivered a stirring public talk, "Reclaiming
Islam: Women, Faith and Human Rights," during her
March visit. Photo courtesy of PeoceJom Foundation .

Regis University welcomed Father
Patrick Desbois. He is the author
of "Holocaust by Bullets: A Pri est's
Journey to Uncover the Truth
Behind the Murder of 1.5 Million
Jews," and the winner of the 2008
National Jewish Book Award.
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Regis' Mile High MFA in Creative
Writing program welcomed two
acclaimed writers to campus thiS
· · short story
spring: award-wmmng
writer Amina Gautier in February as
part of Black History Month events,
and poet and children's author Meg
Kearney in March for a publiC readmg.

PUTTING
PEOPLE FIRST
R

egis pharmacy students
use words like energetic,

empathetic and enthusiastic to
describe Erika Freitas, assistan t
professor in the school of
pharmacy. They praise her not
only for how she teaches but for

what she teaches.
"The pharmacy profession is
changing- from drug-based
to patient-based - and I want
graduates to be prepared not
merely as medication experts
but as essential members of the
health care team," Frietas said .
During her own clinica l practice
workin g with patients living with
HIV, AIDS and other infectious
diseases in Brazil, Freitas
developed an appreciation for
the evolvin g role of pharmacists
firsthand.
"I learned that when we are
sick, medicine helps," she sai d.
"But the genuine care one

THE EVOLUTION
OF CPS

hum an provid es t o another is
f und am ental, too ."
Understanding th e ways in which
huma n interaction impacts how
peo ple use m edicin e is Freita s'
passion, and she emphasizes the
imp ort ance of communi cation
ski lls in ph arm acy.
"In add ition t o knowing technical
inform at io n about medi cations,
pha rm acist s mu st be able to
re lat e with others in th e health
care syste m, espec ially their
patie nts," she sa id .
For Freitas [ below right), rapport
wit h pati ents and students are
vita l t o her ow n profe ssional
deve lop m ent .
"I am grat eful fo r eve ry
co nn ection I m ake because I
learn so mu ch from each one,"
she said . "I am remind ed that
everything we do come s back to
th e peopl e we are serving ."

R

egi s' longstanding
commitment to educating
adult learners has entered a
new era.

The College for Professional
Studies has recentl y become the
College of Contemporary Liberal
Studies [CCLS). The renamed
college, which continues to focu s
on the adult student unites the
former School of Education and
the School of Humanities and
Social Science s.

liberal arts education, offering
degree-completion bachelor's
and mast er's degrees as well
as certificate s via a vibrant
cur riculum that advance s
the core competencies of
communi cation, critical thinking,
problem- sol vi ng, leadership and
ethi cal deci sion-making. Given
the complexities, uncertainties,
dynamics and diversity of the
real world, CCLS emphasize s an
inte rdisciplinary approach to
problem- solving,
decision-making,
and innovative
strategizing .
Learning format
options include
campus-ba sed,
online and directed
study.

CCLS PROVIDES
ADULT STUDENTS
A STRONG
FOUNDATION OF
A LIBERAL ARTS
EDUCATION.

"Regi s has a
hi story of being
a leader in the
fi eld of adult
higher education,"
said Eli sa Robyn,
academic dean
of CCLS. "Thi s
college is focu sed
on the need s and concern s of the
contemporary student pu shing
the edge with cont emporary
pedagogy and creating
contemporary liberal studie s
plu s degrees."
CCLS provides adult students
a strong foundation of a

Regis has been
a pion ee r in adult education,
beginning with the Regis Career
Edu cation Program -better
known as RECEP I - in 1978,
and continue s to evolve to keep
pa ce with changing times,
student demographics, academic
innovation and workforce
perception.
REGIS EDU/MAGAZINE
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RENEE CONNER

Mast er of Nonp rofit
Managem ent, '16
College of Business
a nd Eco nomics

Regis University students
are global thinkers who
- as alumni - change the
world. Your gift makes
a difference for NGHIA,
RENEE and so many
others. Thankyoufor
spreading the impact.

,I
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LOVE

OVER SOUP

4 .Sft.
so'~>'Of?r STORY TO W/l.R~ ~\\~

,....._ By JILL TREfl..Ci ..,....
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Nov. 30, 2010, and a busy
day for Teyanna, a nursing
student, and Sam, a business
marketing major.

The two sophomores were
looking for a lunch - time
reprieve, not realizing that their
trip to room 220 in Carroll Hall
for Victoria McCabe's famous
soup would alter their lives
forever. McCabe, the former
director of the Commitment
Program and current director
of the Father Woody
Programs, was known for
her homemade soup.
Teyanna, an aide for McCabe's
Father Woody class, was a
Daniels Fund Scholar and
nursing tutor. Sam, a dean's
list student, performed data
entry as an assistant to Father
Woody Program Administrative
Coordinator Connie Gates, in
addition to scheduling tutors
and Father Woody volunteers.
"Midday rolled around for me
after staying busy with workstudy and Father Woody tasks,
so I craved the homemade meal
from room 220," Sam said.
Sam entered the room right as
Teyanna was studying, meeting

eyes with her for the first time.
"It was an ordinary day for me
as a nursing student, running
between class and clinical
rotations," Teyanna said.
Although neither can remember
the exact type of soup, it was a
powerful force to reckon with,
turning an ordinary day into
something much more.
Never having met before that
very day, the two took the
chance encounter in stride.
Using the delicious meal as
a conversation starter, Sam
offered to pour Teyanna a bowl.
After initially playing hard to
get, Teyanna agreed and they
sat to enjoy their meal together.
The rest, they said, is history.
The two dated from that day
forward. Three years later they
were married on the Regis
University campus. After a
small ceremony in Main Hall
with close family and friends,
the couple took guests to visit
the very room where it all began
and were pleaded with to reenact the entire first encounter.
They did so with pleasure.

Both first generation college
graduates, the couple has
brought the mission of serving
others into their married life.
"This theme of serving others
is a priority in the way we will
raise our children and serve in
our church ministry," Teyanna
said. "The desire to put others
first has always been in us, but
Regis gave us the opportunity
and encouraged us more to do
it in our adult lives."
Teyanna is currently a private
duty registered nurse for
Professional Pediatrics Home
Care as well as a part-time
simulation tech at Regis
University. Sam is the chief
operation manager for Lime
Light Outreach, a faith-based
nonprofit that was launched
in November of 2015, and also
serves as an account manager
for the company Lime Painting.
The couple looks to the future
as leaders in service of others,
a theme they live by raising
their son, Mason, who is almost
3 years old. The family keeps
Regis close to their hearts. They
keep in touch with faculty and
staff and attend family friend ly
events, including the annual
Regis Halloween Trick or
Treat Street.

II

"Regis University has played
such a pivotal role in our lives
and the lives of the generation
to follow us," Teyanna said. "We
are proud to have shared such
monumental moments here."•
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Being stranded roadside with a broken
down bus was an unfortunate delay in
travel, but when the local school let out
for the day, an opportunity emerged
for stu dents and children to learn
about each other. They connected
over impromptu dance contests and
reading each other's schoolbooks.

18
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Tuspa's peanut butter fa.ctory
wasn't the food processing .
plant students expected, but It
was a prime example of what
is the norm here: making ends
meet with minimal resources.
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The students quickly learned that
despite the harsh conditions in the
slums, the children greeted visitors
with smiles, joy and curiosity.
Students' perceptions were quickly
changed by their experiences.

20
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The Batwa tribe, unwanted
in Uganda or Rwanda,
have been forced to live
on insignificant parcels of
land, relying on the selling of
crafts to generate income .

Water was an underlying theme : access to
clean water, water as a means of transport,
and the drenching waters of the rainy season . ._________________

....-;:;o..~...J
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FINDING HER WAY
Like many participants heading
into the Master of Nonprofit
Management SOFE program.
Susahnn Valente, CPS '13,
had an undeniable passion for
nonprofit work, but wasn't sure
where it would take her.
That changed after traveling to
Tanzania and Uganda in 2013.
New environments have a way
of teaching you about yourself,
Valente said.
"You may learn only that you
don't like getting out of your
comfort zone," she said. "Or you
will learn that discomfort helps
to bring your true passions to
the surface. Kind of like a soul
earthquake. There will be fear
and uncertainty, but from the
rubble new things will be built."
The opportunity to explore
inspired Valente to pursue a
career using sports as a tool for
social development.
Today, Valente is a program
coordinator with the nonprofit
organization Playworks,
which uses the power of
play to improve the social
and emotional well-being of
underserved youth. She also
coaches and provides sports
opportunities to children who
otherwise wouldn't be able to
play outside due to violence or
crime in their neighborhood.

22
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1. A rural school provided
the opportunity to see how it
operates in an isolated area with
only the bare essentials.
2. Among other lessons,
students, led on the SOFE
by Meme Kinoti (center),
associate professor of nonprofit
management, met with
townspeople about sustainable
farming practices.
3. The children, perpetually
curious, always want to play.
The students learned that just
by being present with them was
a gift good enough to brighten
their day.
'1. Each day included discussion
sessions to reflect on all that
they had seen and how to relate
it to their work back home.
5. Me photo! Me photo! At
an orphanage and school for
Ugandan children, students
quickly learn cameras are an
easy way to overcome the
language barrier. •
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a
BY JILL TREACY
Three nonprofit leaders are making a difference
in the local and global communities through
hard work. self-reflection and thinking big.
Impact on a global level starts at the local level.
That much is clear after speaking with Campbell
Brown, RC '91, Craig Nason, CPS 'ltt and
Christine Marquez-Hudson, CPS '00.

In order to improve what she
believes to be a political system
geared toward maintaining the
status quo with education, it's
imperative to take small steps,
look at areas of need and lend
ourselves to the causes we
care about. Change, she said,
happens at a local level and
expands from there.
"Having great professors at
Regi s got me really excited about
public pol icy, politics and seeking
a mission and purpose for my
life," she said.
She encourages others to
do the same.

Craig Nason
'

l

Campbell Brown, a former
NBCco rrespondent and TV show host is using
her platfo rm as a successful journalist to bring
awaren ess to injustices in today's public
education system.
Not only did her Regis education launch her into a
career as a journalist and later as an activist, but
it also gave her the initiative to pursue
causes she's pa ssionate about.

The7LJmillion .org is also dedicated to highlighting
the teachers, principals and administrators who
are using innovative and creative approaches to
bring about change. By recognizing that the country
is going through transformation prompted by
te chnology and the future of the job market, she
said there is a growing desire in today's teachers to
find innovative ways of teaching .

is providing impoverished
communities in Mexico with
education and economic
development resources, and
financially supporting local
non-governmental organizations
(NGO) in Mexico.
Originally a music education
graduate from Metropolitan
State University of Denver, Nason
found himself working for an NGO

"Regis taught me not to be af raid to ask
questions and challenge authority," she
said. "I did that as a journalist and am
doing it now with my nonprofit Partnership
for Educational Justice and my website,
the711milli on.org ."
Her we bsite, named after the 7LJ million
chi ldren under the age of 18 in America,
is dedicated to cultivating and shari ng
news rel ated to education, specifica lly
public education options for underserved
commu nit ies.
"School-of- choice exists for those with
resources, but, sadly, the people who suffer
the most are low-income families and
minority stu dents," she sa id. "If we believe
that Ame rica is the dream and land of
opportunity, we have to provide a quality
educatio n to everyone."
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in East Africa and was led to Regis' Master of Nonprofit Management

gumption to persevere through the oftentimes difficult work, cementing

[MNM) program.

her trajectory in the nonprofit world .

"A lot of people in the nonprofit sector are tied to a mission, but
practical knowledge in delivery and being a leader is important to
org~nizational development, too," Nason said.

"I t's empowering to he lp someone create the skills they need to have
the opportunity to achieve their own goals," Marquez-Hudson sai d.

WHile in the pro gram, he' was hired by a fellow classmate to be
the communications and associate director of Grassroots Global
Development Foundation [grassrootsglobal.org), an organization
launched by a family working in Baja, Mexico that leverages grant
making to support community based organizations promoting
education, youth development and women's empowerment.
But not only does Grassroots Global provide financial support for
NGD groups and to fight social injustices, it also provides training
for local leaders to have the t ools and resources to grow their
own organizations successfully.
Global poverty, Nason said, has been a part of his narrative for a long
time . As a graduate of Columbine High School who witnessed the
tragic events in 1999, he said that day framed his youth and catapulted
him to look at the world differently. He wanted to do something
meaningful with his life and eventually found his home in the
nonprofit sector and professionally involved in work he finds
meaningful, intentional and effective.

After pursuing other career opportunities outside of Mi Casa an d
completing her MNM degree at Regis with the help of the Colorado
Tru st Fellowship in partnership with the Institute for the Com mon Good,
Marquez-Hud son returned to Mi Cas a as executive director, a job she
says she never would have gotten had it not been for her degree.
"The program provided me with a core base of knowledge, skills and
credibility," Marquez-Hudson said . "I also was taught to bring servant
leadership and spirit to my work. I'm not here for my own glory; I'm here
to serve the community."
Marquez-Hudson relished her time at Mi Casa, but her goals as the new
presi de nt and CEO of the Denver Foundation expand far into th e greater
community.
"Sometimes the work is slow and takes a long t ime to make an impact.
but every little act of kindne ss and every little act of service ma ke a
difference," she said . "Power through the challenge s, persevere and get
to the other si de of your problems."
Together, she said, we can change the wo rld.

Today he is executive director of Grassroots Global and Regis
played a big role in helping him get there.
"The way Regis positions the Jesuit tradition is really special, bringing
a diverse group of people together surrounding the idea of lifelong
learning," Nason said. "As a graduate of the program, I realized that
there are so many more things to be learned and accomplished . It's
an exciting position to be in ."

~~
Christine MarquezHudson exited one job serving the
community, and entered another that will have
a more expansive and challenging reach for
a community close to her heart. The former
executive director of Mi Cas a Resource Center,
and newly appointed president and CEO of
the Denver Foundation, has built several
community-based programs from scratch
and looks forward to similar challenge s in
her new role.
After living in Costa Rica as a young college
student and graduate, her first job in Colorado
was as GED instructor for teen moms at Mi
Casa . On her first day not on e person showed,
but she built the program and 20 years later
she still runs into people she served at Mi
Casa. She witnessed how the organization
changed their lives for the better. Her
experiences abroad and creating community
programs at Mi Casa taught her creativity and
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It's easy to look at the world's challenges and f eel overwhelmed by
the injustices plaguing commun itie s both large and small. We see
impoveris hed people and feel helpless in our own ab ility to find answers
and implement solutions- but these three leaders know that ma king
a big difference is only possib le by starting on t he most basic level and
moving forward for a cause and a mi ss ion close to the heart.•

CLASS NOTES

1970
JAMES P. FLATLEY,
RC '70, editor of the
Journal of the Dental Society
of Greater Orlando, recei ved
the Silver Scroll Award from th e
International College of Dentists
for the most improved dental
journa l during the meeting of
the American Association of
Dental Editors and Journalists in
Washington, D.C.
RANDY WAESCHE, RC '72, of
Resource Management LLC in
Metarie, La., is a graduate of the
Global Educational Network's
Advanced Certificate in Family
Business Advising program.
LEO RICCIARDI, RC '73,
received the Fil omena J. Peloro
scho larship. Ricciardi attends
Fielding Graduate University
in Santa Barbara, Calif., and is
pursuing a post-graduate degree
in education.

1980
DEVORAH SPERBER, CPS '88,
is the recipient of two New York
Foundation of the Arts sculpture
fellowships and a People's Choice
Award from the Ulrich Museum.
LISA SHINN, CPS '89,
PS '95, retired from
Northeastern Junior College in
Sterling with an Honorary Award
for her service to the college.

1990
The Vail Va ll ey Foundation
appointed MIKE IMHOF,
RC '90, president and CEO of
the organization.
TERESA MADDEN, CPS '90, was
named one of the top 50 female
CFOs in Ame rica for her work at
Xce l Energy Inc.
DAVID CARD, RC '91, was
se lected as the new president
of Regis Jesuit High School.
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JIM LANDRY, RC '92, started the
branding agency Hammer Saw in
Minneapolis.
JAMES VANANTWERP, CPS '93,
shares valuable tips in his new
book, "A Guide to Customer
Service Excellence."
KELLY LAWRENCE, CPS '9LI,
jo ined St. Augustine Realty as a
broker associate.
BRIAN KEITH WHITNEY, CPS '95,
joined Fort Morgan Middle School
as the new business teacher.
KYLE MARKLAND, CPS '96, has
been named to the board of
directors of Island Harvest Food
Bank in Long Island, N.Y.
Ameritas Mutual Holding
Company elected
RAN DEE MANLEY, CPS '97, as
senior vice president and chief
human resources officer.
LISA OLSON, CPS '98, was selected
as one of the top rated real estate
agents in Steamboat Springs. She
wi ll be featured on 'TV Top Real
Estate" on Xfinity On Demand.
Ability Dynamics we lcomes
PETER BRENNAN, RC '99, as
new regional sales manager.
MIKE. D. GABRIEL, RC '99,
CPS '12, was named Denver
Broncos High School Coach of
the Week as the head coach of
Holy Family High School.
SANDRA LEVIN, CPS '99,
CPS '01, was promoted to chief
quality officer at Anna Jaques
Hospital.

2000
Synergy Resources hired
JAMES HENDERSON, CPS '00,
as executive vice president
of finance and chief financial
officer.
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Explore your options for creating a legacy.

regis. my legacy gift. org
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OR CONTACT
Kurt Bartley, director of charitable estate planning
800.388.2366 ext. 5152, kbartley@regis.edu

CLASS NOTES

ALUMNI
CONVERSATION

DUANE HAWKINS, CPS '02,
was promoted to senior vice
president and general manager
of Boeing.
FlO ELLA BROWN, RHCHP '03,
works as a family practice
provider at Prowers Medical
Group and wa s a Provid ing
Medical Care Spotlight in The
Lamar Ledger newspaper.
STEPHEN F. GAMBESICA,
CPS '03, has been named
the Society for Public Health
Education Distinguished Fellow.
the highest honor bestowed
by the Society on a member.
for his significant and lasting
contribution s to the field of
health education and to the
organ ization.

St. Lucia Re sort named WILBERT
MASON, CPS '03, general
manager.
their dedication and commitment
After ajourney of self- discovery
to each and every student
and self-reflection, Yunlong Ong,
learning, succeeding and excelling
RHCHP 'Olt found his passion
in their education.
pursuing nursing and making a
difference in people's lives. Ong
HOW HAS TH E J ESUIT MISSION
is nowa nurse practitioner at the
IMPACTED YOU?
AcutePain Service
The mission of
and Comprehensive
"THE MISSION OF men and women in
Pain Center at the
MEN
AND WOMEN service of others
Oregon Health &
shapes my belief
Science University
IN SERVICE OF
that
we are one
in Portland, Ore.,
OTHERS SHAPES
big family and
and was named
MY BELIEF THAT
community; that
the March of Dimes
WE ARE ONE
we do not exist in
Nurse of the Year
BIG FAMILY AND
iso lation. To quot e
for Advanced
COMMUNITY"
Pope
Francis,
Practice in 2012.
"Service is not
In the midst of an
ideological. for we do not serve
extensive career in medicine and
ideas. We serve people."
volunteering across the world, he
remembers his Regi s education
and what it means to be a leader.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST
MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE AT
REGIS?

The enthusiastic and caring
Instructors at the Loretto Heights
School of Nursing, who invest
valuable tim e in ensuring the
success of their students. They
never fai led to amaze me with

ANNE PLATI. CPS '03, CEO of
Sutter Amador Hospital in Jackson
Calif.. was named one of the 50
rural hospital CEOs to know.
RHONDA SALAZAR, CPS 'OLI, is
the new president of United Way
of Eagle River Valley in Vail.
AMANDA KOCIS, RHCHP '05,
is being inducted into the
Springfield Sports Hall of Fame
in Springfield, Ill.

Florida Medical Center named
MARVIS "ED" PRICE, CPS '05, its
new chief nursing officer. With 30
years of health care experience.
Price is credited with improving
patient satisfaction scores and
developing new programs within
the hospita l's cardiac service line.

WHAT DEFINES A LEADER IN
YOUR EYES?
The notion that leaders are born
and not made does not apply to
me. Hard work, determ ination and
ability to seize an opportu nity are
traits everyone needs to succeed.
Success depends on being ab le to
suspend self-doubt and recognize
that a team approach is key to
making things work.

The Morrison welcomed SCOTI
PONTII, PT. CPS '05, as its new
rehabilitation coordinator.
Hayden Po lice Chief
GREG TULISZEWSKI, CPS '05,
CPS '06, received executive
certification from the Colorado
Association of Chiefs of Police
based on his significant

academic accomplishments,
leadership. years of service and
continuing education.
KAHULU MALUO, CPS '06, has
been appointed the cultural
program s director at the Maui
Arts & Cultural Center.

Project Sanctuary welcomed
KARA DIETZ PAPPAS, RC '06,
CPS '15, as the new chief
development officer.
DR. PETE STUCCHI, PT, OPT,
RHCHP '06, is the clinic
manager at the newly opened
ApexNetwork Physical Therapy
clinic in Sterling.

The Independence Center, a
local nonprofit organization
that provides traditional and
self- directed home health care.
named MARSHA UNRUH,
CPS '06, CPS '09, independent
living manger.
ED WINGFIELD, CPS '06, was
honored for his work with the
Urban Leadership Foundation
of Co lorado.

National Association of
Professional Women inducted
ERICA S. EASTER, RC '07, vice
president of Easter-Owens. into
its VIP Woman of the Year Circle.
Apto, a web-based software
platform for commercial real
estate brokers, hired JOSHUA
FORMAN, CPS '07, as vice
president of customer success.
Rock the Earth named PAIGE
HEYDON, CPS '07, executive
director.
Brittany Honeycutt and
BRENDAN MCCRANN, CPS '08,
were recently married.
South Atlantic Bank promoted
KURT SEGUER, CPS '08, to sen ior
vice president.
Healthx Inc., named RON WOZNY,
CPS '08, vice president of
marketing.
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DOROTHY ANNE GESSMAN,
RHCHP '09, RHCHP '1'1, RN, is
the card iovascular educator for
the Cardiovascular Units at HCA
Osceo la Regional Medical Center
in Kissimmee, Fla .

the U.S. Air Force, receive d the
MHS Allied Health Award in the
junior provider category. Thi s
prestigiou s award is given to the
best allied health provider across
all branch es of th e military.

2010

MABIOR AYUEN, CPS '12,
founded and serves as the
chief executive officer of the
Graduates Network Center in
South Sud an Africa and Neva da .
Its mi ssion is to promote a
positive social change in th e
community and strengthen unity
among people .

BRENDA REID, CPS '10,
vice president of product
management at SAP
SuccessFactors, was spotlighted
as a female leader at SAP.
CHRISTINE GONZALES, RC '10,
was awarded the first annual
Gilbert Garcia Memorial Award .

HCP recru ited J. JUSTIN
HUTCHENS,CPS'10,a s
executive vice president and
chief investment officer for
senior hou sing and care.
Goshen College hired JEWEL
YODER,RHCHP'10, asan
associate professor of nursing
and director of the RN to BSN
program.
The YWCA of Pueb lo named
AMBER ARAGON-AUTOBEE,
RC '11, development director.
KHALID ROSA, CPS '11, CPS '1'1,
married Jacqueline Argue ll o.
Khalid recently join ed Digital
First Media as a business
intelligence analyst and he
continues to teach information
technology courses as an
affil iate faculty member at Regis
University. Khalid is currently
halfway through his fifth
master's degree, an MS in data
science at Regi s.

The_West Fargo Police
Department hired Officer DEREK
C. WERNER, CPS '11, as a patrol
officer.
Partner Colorado Credit Union
promoted DANA ZAMORA,
CPS '11, to vice president of
human resources.
DANIELLE ANDERSON,
RHCHP '12, PT, OPT, OCS,
currently a physical therapist for
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BRIAN BRIGGS, RHCHP '12, PT.
OPT, SCS, ATC, CSCS, started
Revo Physiotherapy in Bould er
and comp leted a sports phys ica l
therapy re sidency at Th e Ohio
State University.

American Society for Clini cal
Pathology's LJO Under Forty
program recognized JENNIFER
DAWSON, CPS '12, as a 2015
honoree.
CHUKWUFUMNANYA ANITA
EGBUNE, RC '12, wa s named one
of the Top 25 Most Influ enti al
Young Professional s in Colorado
by Colorado Biz GenXYZ.
JEFFREY P. MILLER, CPS ' 12, has
joined Harman Claytor Corrigan &
Wellman as an associate .
JOHN AMOROSO, CPS '13,
was named executive director
of the David and Lura Lovell
Foundation.
DANIEL NEWMYER, CPS '13,
joined Space Center Houston as
the new director of education.

Department of Navy at Ve ntura
County Naval Base in Port
Huen eme, Calif.
JAMIE HEINE, RHCHP '15, is th e
fourth generatio n of To oley to
join the local fam ily bu siness.
Hein e now works along side
her father and grandfathe r at
the Tooley Drug & Home Ca re
ph armacy as a ph armacist.
SHANNON KOPP, CPS '15, has
co -founded LK St ra t egies LLC,
a con sulting fi rm fo r corporat e,
nonprofit and pol itical clients.
DAWN YETIER, CPS '15, a
t ea ch er at Will iam Smith Hi gh
School in Auro ra, was awarded a
KSTF Teaching Fell ows hip .

Baby Rangers
JENNIFER MCNAMARA
STELLER, RC '98 and husband
Con ra d, welcomed th eir fifth chi ld
Jacquel ine Ma ria, on June 12, 2015.

Molly-J ayne Bangert RH CHP '9 5
Rob ert B. Baumgartner, RC '60
John E. Bradl ey, RC '67
Willi am M. Brady, RC '6 0
Harriette McLuster Brown, LHC '53
Kath leen Brown, LH C '3 B
Brya nn a G. Bu sto s, RHC HP '15
Theodo re S. Cala nti no, RC '63
Ge ra ld Andrew Carpent er, RC '70
Bob Wayne Churchman, CPS 'SLJ, '9LJ
Ri chard William Co ate s, CPS '93
Leo Higgins Conn ell, RC '60
Leo P. Connell, RC '5 0
Wa nda Le e Crimb le, CPS '0 0
Fra nces D'Anto ni, RC '58

Joseph Wylie David, CPS'03
Minnie Ann Diss, LHC'50
Amy Lynn Droll Roussin, RC'96
June L. Eikel, CPS '85
Michael David English, CPS '97
Deborah Arlene Fra nco, LHC '80
Judith M. Frankenburger, RHCHP '93
La ura Lee Fry, CPS '01
John D. Ga rrity, CPS '13
Gary E. Gerh ard t, RC '6LJ
Bruce Clifford Goral, CPS '82
Clement R. Hackethal, CPS '95
Louis Anthony Hall, RC'LJ9
Roberta H. Kaub, LHC '76
Richard Michael Kuckelman, CPS '89
James D. Lawler, RC '51
Robert James Leshe, RC '55
Harriet Ann Lind, LHC '57
Elizabeth Ann Loescher, CPS '92
Thomas Clayton Lord, RC '79
Maurice Awad Mahli, RC '61
Christopher L. Marier, CPS'07
Roque Eloy Marquez, LHC '76
John R. Mathis, RC '56
Ann Marie Matt, RC '76
Robert L. McHugh, RC '65
James Paul Merle, CPS '83
Ma ry Jo Merriman, LH C'75
Donald Milner, RC '68
Patrick G. Moran, RC '59
Karlene Renee Murphy, CPS '99
Gretchen Schu lte Neff, LH C'62
Danie l King Pak, CPS '89
Emmett Michael O'Brien, RC '59
Richard Frances O'Malley, RC '55
Martin O'Neil Radovich, RHCHP '15
Patricia Ann Pirch, LHC '67
Virginia D. Reedy, LHC '77
Anth ony Paul Rendulich, RC '57
Leo Lo Sasso Ricciardi, RC '73
Donald D. Robinson. RC '53
Daniel Paul Smith, RC '96
Patti Angela Spranger. CPS '89
Leslie James Swanson, CPS '88, '9 1
John Norman Tanner, RC '57
Hu go Peter Weber, RC'62
John Andrew Yelenick, RC 'Lj3
Joann Eleanor Zamboni, LHC ' 56

EMILY JONES, RC '1'1, and Ryan
Orth were married.
JESSICA LAURIE, CPS '1'1, a
fourth-grade teacher at High
Point Academy, married Hunter
Martinez.
DON PERSICHITIE, CPS '1'1,
recently accepted a position
as an accountant with the
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Got married?
Had a baby?
We'd love to share your
photos in Regis University
Alumn i Magazine. Just send a
high-resolution image to
alumni@regis.edu.
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MEL CASPER I RCASPER @REGIS .EDU I 303.458.4094
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PORTER-BILLUPS.ORG

After retiring from the fast-track
business world, Navy combat
veteran Ken Lucas, CPS '00,
needed a new venture . With
a degree in public affairs and
public administration from Drake
University, in addition to a Master
of Business Administration
from Regis University, he took
an opening on the budget
committee for the city of
Centennial. From there he was
elected mayor protem and is
currently serving his second four-

HOW DID YOUR REGIS
EDUCATION COME INTO PLAY?
Getting an MBA at Regi s from
profe ss ors who were bu siness
leaders in the community with
real-life experience gave me the
skills to be more knowledgeable
and technical in finance and
accounting. It also helped
me understand the financial
management skills that came
into play as I transitioned into
public office.

year term .

WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO
ACCOMPLISH IN THE PUBLIC
SECTOR?
With this upcoming presidential
election, it's clear that people
don't trust the government.
But in Centennial, we listen
to our constituents and we're
working on some very exciting
and creative projects, such as
designing a fiber-optic network
for the city that will drive
economic development and help
us to control our own destiny.

WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM
YOUR YEARS IN BUSINESS?
I gravitated to all aspects of
the financial community, from
investment banking to private
security offerings, but my passion
is in the venture capital business.
Technology and innovation has
been a driving force in my career
as well as our economy, and
thinking of more efficient ways to
do things has kept me nimble and
alert in my career.
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THI S IS MY REGIS STORY

M

y name is Ryan J. Parker, RC '99, and

I'm a fifth-generation Coloradan who
grew up on a ranch in Golden where I learned
to appreciate the importance of hard work,
faith, family, community and country. When
I attended Regis University, I was involved
in various school leadership program s and
activities,-including the Regis Ramblers
performing musicals, which inspired me to
pursue community theater and eventually film
and television after college.
Nine years ago as an entrepreneur I created
Backyard Genius [backyardgenius.com), a

program dedi cated to people like my parents
who built things out of necess ity. It starte d as
an online project, and after a number of years
it was pic ke d up by The Weather Channel. A
team consisting of my father, my friend and
I filmed eight, one - hour episodes for a show
called "BrainStormers," building weatherrelated inventions out of scra p and spare parts
for people in need . One of m y favorite projects
on the show too k pl ace in a service setti ng
with the help of Craig Hospital for a young
father from Dillon, Mont., who was paralyzed
in an automobile accident. We created an
adaptive all-terrain vehicle th at gave this man

the freedom to enjoy life with his family again.
For me, the Jesuit mission of men and
women in service of others has become part
of my mission to help others find the best in
them se lves . We all have a purpose in life and
through this purpose we can find peace and
joy. Today 1 am happily married with three
children, I'm a volunteer firefighter and EMT
with Larkspur, a realtor with Re/Max and now a
I have a TV show. It is my hope in life, because
· that
of great mentors and my Regis educat1on,
I can serve the Lord and inspire others to find
their God-given talents to make a difference.

~ - - --- ---------------------------------------- -- -- - ---------------- - -------------- -- -------- ----- -

WHAT'S YOUR REGIS STORY? Email us at: MYREGISSTORY@ REGIS .EDU
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LIGHT ON

FUTURE

Minnie Diss, a longtim e
sup porte r and volunteer
for Lor etto Heights
College and Reg is
Universit y,
recently died
at the age
of 87. She
graduat ed
cum laude
with a
degree in
educat ion
f rom Loretto
Heights
Col lege an d was
induct ed into the
Kap pa Gamma Pi Hon or
Society.
She atten ded Centra l Hig h
School in Pueblo, wher e she
played shortstop on t he softball
team, sang in the chorus and
starred in m any plays. She
rece ived a scholarship to Loretto
Heights College in Denver where
she maj ored in speech and
drama and m inored in Latin.
Diss was a commit te d vol unteer
t o many org anizations in
De nver. She serve d on the Crest
Club Lea dership Com mittee of
Regis University and served as
chairwoman of t he board for
St. Mary's Aca demy. She also
held roles with the Archdiocese
of Denver Board of Education
and Head Start. an organizat ion
promoting school readiness
fo r ch ildren f rom low-income
fa milies.
A wo m an dedicated t o her
Catho lic faith, Diss foun d t ime t o

serve on her parish council at St.
Francis de Sales Church where

coach. Her other
ach ievements
inc luded
being
named
Parishioner
of the
Yea r and
becom ing
a m em ber of
t he Ord er of t he
Holy Sepulcher of
J erusale m .
Mi nnie's teaching ca ree r
inclu ded posit ions at St. Mary's
Acade my, Denve r Publi c Scho ols,
and the U.S. Army base in
Frankfurt, Germany.
Diss was a devoted wife to her
late husband Bill, RC '50, and
mother to t heir 10 ch ildren.
Minnie met Bill at a collegiat e
debate competitio n. They
married in 1952 at St. Dominic's
Church in Denver. Afte r a short
stay in Germany, where Bill
served his active Army duty, th e
couple resided in Denver, until
Bill's death in 201Ll. Mi nnie's
last home was at her daughter
Catherine's house in Lone Tree.
She is survived by nine children,
28 grandchildren and seven
great- grand children. Diss' lif e
exemp lified a "Wom en in Service
of Others," and her presence wi ll
be truly misse d.

~,---.

W

Share your memories or
condolences at regis.edu/rmagazine.
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SUMMER/FALL 2016

APR. 30 & MAY 1
COMMENCEMENT

MAY 6
MAY13
JU LY15-17
ALUMNI WEEKEND

JULY 16
REGIS CONNECTIONS
DENVER BREWERY TOUR

AUG. 21
MEMORIAL MASS
When Amy Smith, RC '10,
graduated from Regis University
she received a communications
degree, but with an added flair of
economics, philosophy, algebra,
world history and more. Her Regis
education awakened interests
and ideas in her that she wouldn' t
have experienced otherwise,
and today she is putting her
degree and ideas to use as the
field representative for Brooks
Running, the top specialty running
shoe brand in the
country.

TELL US MORE
ABOUT YOUR JOB.

golden nugget in my success
along this career path.

WHY IS A JESUIT EDUCATION
IMPORTANT?

In today's society there's an
influ x of noise, complexity and
mixe d messaging when it comes
to creating a path for your life.
The incorporation of lgnatian
spirituality and Jesuit philosoph y
into education not only prepares
students for a particular career
path, it also equips
them to take on
"DO YOUR BEST
the perso nal and
spiritual quandaries
EVERY DAY. BUT
that
come up
DON'T TAKE
throughout life.

A field
YOURSELF TOO
representative
SERIOUSLY."
WHAT IMPORTANT
means I am a public
speake r, rapport
LESSONS HAVE YOU
builder, event coordinator and
LEARNED IN YOUR CAREER?
First be genuine and authentic.
marketing manager all in one. I
oversee big accounts with Dick's
More often than not, people will
Sporting Goods, Finish Line,
love the real you. And second, do
Sports Authority and REI, as well
your best every day, but don't take
as sma ll specia lty companies
yo urself too se riously. Few things
like Runners Roost. Everything
in life are perfect and that's
perfectly okay.
!.learned at Regis has been the

3q
L

AUG. 22
CLASSES BEGIN
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SEPT. 9
MASTER OF NONPROFIT
MANAGEMENT 25IIi
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

SEPT. 22
LECTURE: REBECCA
NEWBERGER GOLDSTEIN
PLATO AT THE GOOGLEPLEX:
WHY PHILOSOPHY WON'T GO AWAY

OCT. 28
FOURTH ANNUAL SUMMIT FOR
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

FALL 2016
FAMILY WEEKEND
STAYTUNED FOR DATES AND
MORE INFORMATION

STAY PROUD.
STAY CONNECTED.
STAY REGIS.

•PLEASE NOTE: By offering Hote!Storm,
Regis University ,does not endorse and. is
not liable for any spedfic hotel or serv.ce.
The Office of Alumni Engagement has
nOt shared yOur contact informaJ}on
with HoteiStorm and our role is limited
to informing you about your eligibility to
participate in the program. We do n~t
gUarantee the s~r;'ices yoU' Will rece1ve ..

1.

SAVE THE DATE:

Join us to celebrate the return of
all Regis and Loretto Heights
alumni and reunion class years:

1956, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986,
1991, 1996, 2001, 2006 and 2011.

'
OFFICE OF ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT
phone: '303.458.3536
reunien@regis.edu

.'

I Tqll Free : 800.388,2366 ext. 3536

Kate Paquette, director of alumni engagement. kpaquette@regis.edu "
Amber Alarid, alumni engagement of-ficer, alari599.@regiS.edu
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